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speaking of which, if you're a gamer or streaming aficionado,
download speed is a big deal, especially in south africa, where

internet access is mostly unreliable and expensive. a high
download speed is essential for gaming and for streaming. you
need to make sure you're connected to a broadband network
that has a good enough internet speed to download content,

hazas explains. the bad news is that not all internet speeds are
created equal. if you plan to play online, be sure to get a

download speed of between 5 and 20 mbps. if you need more
bandwidth for streaming, then you'll have to get a 40-60 mbps

speed. so how can you tell if you have a good speed
connection? well, when you start watching video or listening to

music online, the video or audio should start playing right
away and should start streaming before the file is completely

downloaded. if you dont have a good speed connection, it
might take a while for the content to start streaming. you can

also get free downloads online, and then delete them after
youve listened to them. in most cases, the programs that allow

you to download free content are advertisements for
authorized services, and most services do not charge. some
programs, such as itunes and amazon mp3, have their own

download store, but this usually costs money. the best way to
check your download speed is to use speedtest.net. you can
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also download the yaaasit mac app to test your download
speed. another option is to use a vpn to secure your network
connection. in this way, your network traffic is encrypted, and

the only thing a potential hacker can do is read what youre
sending and receive.
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 and were continuing our investment to get more people
online. we also rolled out major upgrades to the small business
internet essentials program, to provide double the data speed
to more than 200,000 customers in the carolinas. we joined

the white house call to action, and are helping them enhance
broadband speed for families of all income levels across the

country. implemented the connect america fund phase i
program, which will connect 25 states and the district of

columbia to high-speed internet at affordable prices. today, we
are also rolling out gigabit-capable networks to our schools.

these pros and cons of streaming vs online gaming apply to all
video formats. however, for the moment, we're focusing on

streaming mobile games. if you're the type of person who likes
to play mobile games offline, your download speed is what
counts. if you've downloaded some form of video-streaming
app on your mobile device, your download speed will be the

deciding factor on whether the videos you watch stay buffed-
up. so, with all of that said, here are four of the most

commonly streamed video apps. keep in mind if you're going
to download any of these apps, you'll want to download them

as soon as the app is available in your country. otherwise,
you're likely to be stuck waiting indefinitely for buffering or

buffering on your wifi or cellular data connection. pocket cast
allows you to download or watch video, music, and books on

your android device. you can either download media files
directly to your device with it, or you can watch videos from

youtube or amazon (imagine watching an episode of the
handmaid's tale and then being able to view another one right
away as long as your internet connection keeps you up to date
with videos). pocket cast is free, and it's also from the makers
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